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Present: Cory Casanave, Elisa Kendall, Mike Bennett, Pete Rivet, Mike Atkin

11:05 AM: EK/CC - created a starting point ratings ontology (FNM has conceptual model based on FIBO). Mostly consistent - some name changes then generated from FIBO by EK (see FIBO ratings diagram)
11:06 AM: CC checked ratings ontology into branch within GitHub 
11:07 AM: Review of structure (static) = ratings scales and associated scores (i.e. S&P credit rating = scale, AAA = rating scores). Static allows for coded (i.e. AAA) as well as numeric (i.e. 5.2) scores
11:08 AM: Scale is a classification scheme --> issued by a ratings issuer
11:09 AM: PR Question - what is "has rank on scale - decimal" - CC answer - this allows for a number to allow for priority ranking to give analysts to give any ranking they desire
11:10 AM: EK - when mapping qualitative ratings to quantitative scale - the mapping is not only to an integer.  Sometimes to an algorithm.
11:11 AM: Word "rank" is misleading.  What term then? (measure/metric, order) - depends on the operations being performed
11:11 AM: Word "metric" is better than "rank" (does imply ordering, allows for ratios (i.e. twice as good).  
11:12 AM: What is the "property term" to use  
11:12 AM: Consideration (rating has some relationship to scale with positioning metric - where occurs on scale)
11:13 AM: PR - "has measure within scale" is the recommendation
11:14 AM: CC changed to "has measure on scale" on the diagram (and changed to a single value)
11:15 AM: Dynamic = the actual ratings (the rating is the central element) - i.e. IBM has a rating as of specific date as a result of an assessment
11:16 AM: Rating is issued by a rating party --> rating agency is a role in the rating (i.e. S&P in role of rating party rates IBM and has a score of AAA)
11:17 AM: Difference between rating report and rating assessment - assessment = event (generic assessment is the occurrence kind) - therefore any rating is provided as part of an assessment by an agency
11:17 AM: But might not have a formal assessment (i.e. rating a restaurant) 
11:18 AM: Some of the concepts in FIBO are from "retail" - tried to separate "who did rating" and "who published the rating scale"
11:18 AM: For certain types of credit ratings - issued by a rating agency which might also manage the scale
:19 AM: PR - question is about rating report (when ratings agency issues a rating it is often in context of a report with additional information
11:20 AM: A report might have multiple scores, but a rating will only have a single score
11:21 AM: Numeric Rating Score is not a static attribute
11:21 AM: PR - Why is rating report a isolated class 
11:21 AM: EK - only on this specific diagram (multi-classification is permitted)
11:22 AM: Concepts about reports and rating assessment are new concepts for FIBO
11:25 AM: Issue - bank provides a report that includes ratings from multiple rating agencies (provider of report may be different from reporting parties)
11:26 AM: rating report should not have a restriction to a rating party
11:27 AM: Assessment - may be an "occurrence kind" as well as an "event"
11:27 AM: PR - name is misleading.  
11:28 AM: PR - rating assessment is the activity that produces a rating (can be provided multiple times) 
11:29 AM: This ontology adds "assessment" to FIBO.  PR suggests the term "assessment activity" 
11:31 AM: EK - sequence is assessment event (occurrence) yielding an assessment (repeatable)
11:34 AM: Is it possible to separate the rating "processes" from the ratings "activity" - and use "assessment event" and not "assessment" 
11:35 AM: Need to get a handle on "occurrences" vs the "kind of occurrence"
11:38 AM: Actual rating is linked to an actual occurrence - every occurrence produces a report
11:40 AM: Do we need an assessment event as well as a rating - both are events.  Rating is the product (output) of the event
11:42 AM: PR - Do we need to model "events" in FIBO (beyond corporate action)?
11:43 AM: EK - events are needed for "loans" (for concepts like market valuation) - FIBO models the activity and the event - this piece is important for commonality across multiple domains
11:50 AM: Does it make sense to separate the occurrences/events (once) from processes (repeatable)
11:50 AM: Changed "occurrence" to "event" in model
11:53 AM: "Stuff that happens" has been separated from the "description of stuff that happens"
11:55 AM: Do we have agreement on separation of events from processes?
11:56 AM: YES! but the naming conventions are still in question
12:00 PM: Review - static and dynamic components of model --> YES! but need to look at cardinality with date and date period
12:02 PM: Next steps - look at individuals (i.e. credit ratings)
12:06 PM: Next meeting = February 6th (11:00 EST)
12:08 PM: Invite - Fannie, S&P, Moody's, Fitch, D&B, TransUnion
12:08 PM: Cory to write a invitation note to MA
12:09 PM: Cory to send ontology to EK (and review for GitHub)
12:11 PM: CC to create an introduction document for recruitment (to introduce the ratings work and explain  our approach 

